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ABSTRACT
It is physically known that onramp merging may turn out to be difficult if the onramp
(weaving/merging) length is too short because a driver under certain driving circumstances may
find that either merging ahead or merging behind a neighboring vehicle on the adjacent highway
lane cannot be completed. Various existing guidelines or design manuals provide no clear
physical understanding and explanations to the design onramp weaving length but often based
on evolved empirical experiences.  By integrating human factors, vehicle dynamic characteristics,
roadway surface condition, and the onramp weaving design into a single unified analytic
framework, the onramp length required for a driver to merge into the highway traffic successfully
is determined exactly with formulas and physical solutions to avoid the merging dilemma and
enhance driving safety at highway interchanges.  The design onramp weaving length is examined
and evaluated with various foreseeable merging scenarios and physical examples.  This analytic
framework sheds light on the understanding of the onramp weaving the first time strictly on a
physical human-vehicle-roadway interaction setting.  Practitioners can easily apply these user
friendly formulae and equations derived from the unified framework to calculate the onramp
weaving length to resolve the merging dilemma and enhance driving safety for any highway
interchanges.  
1. INTRODUCTION
A driver beyond the gore tip of an onramp, usually several feet away from the highway
edge of traveled way, will accelerate and merge into the outside highway lane if no
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mainline vehicles are nearby the onramp.  However, when there is a mainline vehicle
moving in the outside lane, the onramp driver must decide either to merge ahead or
merge behind the vehicle on the outside lane.  The onramp driver may not carry out the
merging safely on a short onramp, encountering the dilemma of merging; namely, the
driver can neither merge behind nor merge ahead in the presence of a parallel running
vehicle on the outside lane if the ramp is too short.  It is worthwhile to mention here that
this type of operational dilemma in traffic could also occur upon overtaking on two-lane
roads [1, 2] and might happen during the yellow durations for straight through
movements [3, 4] and for left turn movements [5].  Noticing that the design weaving
length has been presented in various guidelines and handbooks with no clear physical
understanding and explanation of onramp merging [6], we will discuss in this paper the
required ramp weaving length for successful completion of the merging maneuvers by
integrating driver decision, vehicle characteristics, and onramp weaving design into a
unified analytic framework by examining some critical merging scenarios in details. 
2. FORMULATION 
Denoting the onramp driver’s perception-reaction time as δ, the acceleration or
deceleration of an onramp vehicle with respect to time t can be expressed as
(1)
Where function ℵ(u) is a step function; namely, ℵ(u)=1 for u>0 and, ℵ(u)=0 for
u≤0.  Both phenomenological parameters  and  are positive for acceleration and negative
for deceleration; and they depend on vehicular engine performance for acceleration and
the tire-road contact characteristics for deceleration.  The numerical values of these two
parameters will be discussed for acceleration and deceleration in separate sections of
this paper.  Integrating the above Eq. (1) yields the speed of the onramp vehicle
(2)
Where the initial speed of the onramp vehicle at the weaving section is denoted by
vR, which can be visualized as the speed with which the onramp vehicle is injected into
the weaving section near but beyond the gore tip.  Integrating Eq. (2) once more, the
distance SR that the on-ramp vehicle traveled after the driver’s has decided either to
accelerate or decelerate. 
(3) 
Noting that eqn (3) includes constant acceleration/deceleration with parameter β=0
as a special case. A polynomial expression for the distance SR(t), which an onramp
vehicle would travel upon merging, can be easily derived via a Taylor series expansion
of the transcendental function in the equation. 
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3.  MERGING BEHIND   
An onramp driver in the weaving section at times are forced to slow down and merge
behind the parallel running outside lane vehicle for a variety of reasons including
driver’s decision making and present physical constraints.  For example, seeing a
parallel running heavy vehicle along side, a driver driving a vehicle of little acceleration
power may decide to slow down to merge behind the outside lane vehicle in the
presence of a short onramp. The question of whether the driver can complete this
maneuver without running into a difficult or an unsafe situation remains.  A critical
merging behind scenarios is illustrated in Figure 1. 
Note that the distance SH that the outside lane vehicle traveled with a constant speed
vH over the time duration t would be 
(4)  
Equation (4) is justified because large vehicles usually keep moving at a constant
speed unless traffic is congested. If the weaving or merging behind the adjacent vehicle
on the outside lane is successful, then this process should be completed by the time the
highway vehicle reaches the end of the onramp before the beginning of the tapering
section; namely the following condition must be satisfy
(5)S L v S L v L DH M H R M H p/ /( ) − ( ) = +
S t v t
H H( ) =
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Figure 1: Schematic plot for a critical merging behind scenario.
(6)
where parameters L
w
, LH, and Lp represent respectively the weaving lane length, the
length of the outside lane vehicle length, and the length of the onramp vehicle.  The
adjustable length D representing the distance between the frontal part of the on ramp
and the rear end of the highway vehicle depends on the merging situations. Shown in
Figure 1 is a critical merging situation in which an onramp driver tries to merge behind
when the onramp vehicle is almost ahead of the highway vehicle but not yet. Equation
(5) defines the length of the weaving section required for accomplishing this maneuver
successfully. Usually the merging process of involving two passenger vehicles is less
critical than that of involving a passenger vehicle and a heavy vehicle or that of
involving two heavy vehicles.  When two heavy vehicles are involved in the merging,
drivers usually corporate in the merging process because both vehicles are physically
large enough to catch both drivers’ attention likely at the gore area.   When an outside
lane passenger car and an onramp heavy vehicle are involved in the merging, the
passenger vehicle usually either decelerates, or accelerates, or changes to another lane to
avoid the conflict. The difficult merging occurs involving a heavy vehicle in the outside
lane and an onramp passenger vehicle because the onramp vehicle can fall into the
larger blind spot area in the passenger side of the heavy vehicle.  The length of the blind
area covers from the beginning near the heavy vehicle/truck head to the end of the
moving heavy vehicle depends on vehicle type, vehicle size, side mirror adjustment, and
other factors; but the blind spot area remains the same regardless of the adopted driving
convention. 
Assuming the highway vehicle moving at a constant speed, the above equation can
be explicitly reduced to
(7) 
Where, duration τ=LM/vH is the time which takes the highway vehicle traverses
through the weaving section with full lane width. In general, the dynamic frictional 
coefficient weakly depends on the vehicle speed, in other words or a small 
fraction in the order of one tenth.  Note that parameter α=–µd0g and parameter µd0
represents the tire-road kinetic coefficient at a very low speed, say, one mile per hour.
Applying the Taylor expansion technique, the above transcendental equation can be
approximated by
(8) 
Solving this quadratic equation yields the minimal weaving length required for the
onramp vehicle to merge behind the highway vehicle
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(9)
where quantities E=vR–vH–α1δ, , and the 
numerical value for parameter α1=α–βvR is negative for deceleration.  
The exact solution for Eq (7) can be numerically determined by initiating the trial
solution  and then iterating Equation (10) to find the solution with arbitrary high
accuracy. 
(10)
Where parameters τˆ=τ–δ, α1=α–βvR, and α2=α–βvH.  Hence, the required onramp
length turns out to be
(11)
Where quantity τˆ 100 is obtained by iterating Eq. (10) one hundred times using an
excel spread sheet. Practically, one only needs to iterate Eq. (10) a few dozen times in
order to achieve the intended accuracy. 
Noting that the required onramp length LW for the merging behind scenario is exactly
determined by integrating the relevant human factors, vehicle dynamics, and onramp
design.  To illustrate the dependence of the desirable onramp length LW on some
possible merging situations, we choose the parameters α, β, δ, vh, D, Lp, and LH to be
–4m/s2, –0.05/s, 1.0 s, 29 m/s, 11.6 m, 5.6 m, and 22.4 m as an example.  Parameter ‘D’
is chosen to be twice of the design passenger car length and ‘LH’ to be the design length
of the WB-20 design vehicle as discussed in AASHTO Geometric Design [6].  The
required onramp weaving length as shown in Figure 2 increases with the speed
differential ∆(=vR–vH) because merging behind takes a longer time with a relatively
faster onramp vehicle.  In order to accommodate most merging-behind situations, speed
differential ∆ may be chosen in the neighborhood of  m/s, approximately  mph.  In this
particular case, the required length is found to be 137.57 m; but the required length
quickly drops to 105.81 m when the speed differential vanishes.  Additionally, we plot
in Fig. 2 three curves, the dotted curve representing Eq. (9) which is the approximate
solution, the solid line and the dashed line representing Eq. (11), the exact solution of
the required onramp weaving length for two different mainline vehicle speeds.  One
may notice that the difference between the two curves in general small, within a few
percent of the exact solution. The difference gets smaller as the speed differential
becomes larger because physically the onramp vehicle traveling at a much slower speed
would take fewer seconds to merge behind the highway vehicle.  As a result, the
deceleration remains approximately constant and Eq. (9) serves as a better
approximation. In order to estimate the deceleration characteristics of the onramp
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vehicle, statistical sampling of vehicle speeds at onramp weaving sections will help
project or design engineer to choose the right speed differential and proper vehicle
deceleration characteristics to facilitate most onramp merging for any interchange
designs.  
At times, it is difficult to get a timely measurement of both deceleration parameter α
and β.  One way to go around this problem is to choose a constant or an average
deceleration attainable by most vehicles at merging. Practically, this deceleration α0
may be found by examining the video images of merging traffic at a desired onramp
weaving section similar to one that is to be designed or constructed.  Under such
circumstances, the required length for the onramp weaving section will be determined
exactly via Eq. (9) by replacing deceleration parameter α1 with constant deceleration α0.
The estimated required weaving length for constant deceleration should be the accurate
enough solution when a proper constant is selected based on observation of onramp
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Figure 2: The required onramp length is plotted against the speed differential
between the onramp and the highway vehicle. The approximate solution
is the dotted line, representing Eq. (9). The solid line and the dashed line
is the exact solution, representing Eq. (11) for vH=104.4 kph and VH=88.5
kph, respectively.  
vehicle speed profile samples because this estimated weaving length is in general
slightly above but within a few percent from the exact estimate as shown in Figure 3.  
4. MERGING AHEAD  
Shown in Figure 3 is a critical merging situation in which an onramp driver tries to
merge ahead when the onramp vehicle is almost behind the highway vehicle. Upon
deciding to merge ahead, the onramp vehicle at the rear end of the highway vehicle will
accelerate to finish this task before the end of the weaving section.  Equation (12)
defines the length of the weaving section required for accomplishing this maneuver
successfully.  
The following physical equation must then be met in order to avoid physical contacts
between the onramp and the highway vehicle. 
(12)
(13)
The adjustable length d representing the distance between the frontal part of the
highway vehicle and the rear end of the onramp vehicle upon the merging completion
depends on a merging situation. 
L L L d
m w H
= − −
S L v S L v d
R m H H m H
/ /( ) − ( ) =
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Figure 3: Schematic plot for a critical merging ahead scenario.
4.1 Speed Dependant Acceleration 
The acceleration of the onramp vehicle is in general speed dependant.  Assuming the
highway vehicle moving at a constant speed, the above equation can be explicitly
reduced to
(14) 
Where duration τ~=L
m
/vH is the time it takes to complete the merging before the
tapering section begins.  Now let’s estimate the vehicle acceleration performance.
Knowing that a high performance vehicle, a sportive type vehicle can accelerate from 0
to 60 mph around 4.5s and 9s, one can determine the corresponding average
accelerations to be 6 and 3, respectively.  An average vehicle, having low acceleration
power at the speed of 90mph, should be able to accelerate from 0 to 60 mph in 18
seconds with an average acceleration of approximate 1.5. In other words, an average
vehicle should be able to attain the acceleration expressed below in unit of 
(15)
Please note that the parameters in Eq. (15) need not to be the maximal acceleration
that a vehicle can achieve.  They aren’t universal for ramp design in some locations; and
the practitioners may adjust these parameters for acceleration to fit observations for a
desirable onramp configuration. 
The solution for Eq. (14) can be found by iterate the following equation many times
using an excel spread sheet and denoting τ–=τ~–δ.  
(16)
Initiating Eq. (16) with a trial solution of τ–0=1/β and then iterating the Eq. (16) fifty
times will yield the accurate enough solution τ–50 for Eq. (14).  Analytically, this
iteration can go on many times to reach an arbitrary high accuracy well beyond what is
needed practically.  For most merging situations, iterating Eq. (16) twenty times would
be sufficient to get an accurate enough solution for Eq. (14).  Hence, the required
onramp weaving length is given by
(17)
Plot in Figure 2 is the required onramp length LW against the speed differential
∆(=vR–vh) by setting parameters α, β, δ, vh, d, and LH to be 2.25 , 0.05625/s, 1.0 s, 29m/s
(104.4kph), 11.6 m, and 22.4 m respectively. Here, parameter ‘LH’ is chosen to be twice
of the passenger car length and ‘’ to be the length of the WB-20 design vehicle as
discussed in A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets.  The required
onramp weaving length as shown in Figure 4 decreases with the speed differential ∆
because merging ahead takes less time with a relatively faster onramp vehicle. In order
to accommodate most merging-ahead situations, speed differential ∆ may be chosen in
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the neighborhood of -2.25 m/s, approximately -5 mph.  In this particular case, the
required length is found to be 549.21 m; but the required length quickly drops to 435 m
when the speed differential vanishes.  Statistical sampling of vehicle speeds at onramp
weaving sections will help project or design engineers to choose the right speed
differential and proper vehicle acceleration characteristics to facilitate/control onramp
merging for any interchange designs.  
4.2 Constant Acceleration Approximation
At times, it is procedure wise cumbersome to determine both acceleration parameter α
and β. One way to go around this difficulty is to choose a constant or an average
acceleration that is attainable by most vehicles merging at an onramp weaving section.
Practically, this acceleration may be found by examining the video images of merging
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Figure 4: The required onramp length is plotted against the speed differential
between the onramp vehicle and the highway vehicle traveling with the
assumed speed of 104.4 kph. 
traffic at a desired onramp weaving section similar to one that is to be designed or
constructed.  Technically, the required length for a constant acceleration can be worked
out by letting the parameter β in Eq. (14) vanish, yielding
(18)
The solution for this quadratic equation is                 
(19)
Combining Eqs. (13) and (24), the required weaving section length is determined to
be  
(20) 
5. MERGING DILEMA
Both the merging ahead and merging behind scenarios have been examined above in
details. In order to show conceptually where are the merging dilemma among the
merging maneuvers in the complex parametric space, we plot a two-dimensional slice
of the parametric space in Fig. 5 the solid curves borrowed from Fig. 2 and Fig. 4; and
these two curves graphically stratify three domains in the two-dimensional space
spanned by onramp weaving section length and the speed differential between the
onramp and the highway vehicle.  The area below the solid line represents the potential
dilemma region, where a driver would find onramp merging very difficult especially
under the wet condition in the presence of a parallel running large vehicle in the adjacent
highway lane. The area between the two curves is the domain in which a driver likely
merges with deceleration in the presence of a parallel running large vehicle on the
adjacent highway lane; but an aggressive driver may view it as a chance to merge ahead
of the large vehicle.  The area above the dash line is the domain in which a driver can
either merges ahead with acceleration or behind with deceleration in the presence of a
parallel running large vehicle in the adjacent highway lane.  From a driving safety
standpoint, one may want to design an onramp with sufficient weaving length such that
most drivers can either decelerate or accelerate to complete the merging.  In occasional
practices, a short onramp weaving section may not be avoided.  Under such
circumstances, an engineer may try to increase the speed differential near but beyond
the onramp gore tip by designing a loop ramp with sufficient shoulder width and
provide an onramp driver with sufficient rear sight distance to facilitate merging with
deceleration whenever necessary. According to Fig. 5, a driver may fall into the merging
dilemma when driving on an onramp with a weaving length below approximately 173
m. On the other hand, a driver may find the merging risk free on an onramp with a
weaving length above approximately 672 m. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a unified analytic framework integrating human-vehicle-roadway
interactions is established to determine exactly the highway design onramp weaving
length for enhancing driving safety by avoiding the merging dilemma. This analytic
framework, which can be easily set up in a Microsoft excel spread sheet or any other
computational softwares, is readily applied to calculate the design weaving length for
removing merging dilemma, controlling merging options, facilitating desired merging
maneuvers, and enhancing operational safety for transportation projects.  Practitioners
will find the above formulas or equations derived from this framework handy because
they are readily to be programmed to excel spread sheets to crank out the desired
onramp weaving length to help improving operational safety, mobility, and potentially
reducing non-recurrent traffic delay for any interchange designs.
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Figure 5: The space spanned by the onramp length and the speed differential
between onramp vehicles and highway vehicles, is stratified with the
highway vehicle speed set to 29m/s to show possible merging risks. 
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